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Ensuring a Connected World.

KEEPING STUDENTS AND
TEACHERS CONNECTED
This fall, over 67% of higher education institutions
have declared they will open their campuses to oncampus students.* To future-proof and keep students
and parents at ease, most schools will also allow
students to attend remotely—creating a hybrid of
remote and campus-based education.
Whether it’s equipment for the classroom, for
online learning or both, Legrand | AV is committed
to solutions that connect teachers to students and
colleagues to colleagues. At Legrand | AV, we don’t
just make products. We see it as our responsibility to
ensure a connected world.
Explore our education solutions to maintain the most
vital connections today and every day.

*C
 hronicle of Higher Education, June 8, 2020.
https://www.chronicle.com/article/Here-s-a-List-of-Colleges-/248626
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LIVE STREAMING & VIDEO CONFERENCING
TOOLS FOR CONFERENCING, RECORDING, STREAMING, AND
BRANDING YOUR VIDEO
Classroom-in-a-Box Solution for Lecture Capture and Live
Streaming
The AV Bridge 2x1 Presentation Switcher makes it easy to record and stream
high-definition video – ideal for lecture capture. Two HDMI inputs allow for
switching between two cameras or a camera and computer. Select picture-inpicture options for more engaging live presentations and lectures.

Revolutionize the Classroom with AV over IP
The EasyIP Mixer Base Kit is an AV-over-IP classroom system in a box that is
ideal for large classrooms and multi-camera applications. The EasyIP Mixer
combines Dante audio sources and four Vaddio EasyIP cameras to deliver our
easiest production system to date. Base kit includes one EasyIP Mixer, one
EasyIP Switch, and one EasyIP 10 Camera.

Easy-to-Use Conferencing System
ConferenceSHOT AV integrates a 10X zoom PTZ camera and audio
conferencing mixer into a single USB 3.0 device, so you can easily connect
microphone and external speaker to the camera. Bundle includes one
ConferenceSHOT AV camera, one ConferenceSHOT AV Speaker and one
CeilingMIC microphone.

Did you know...
Vaddio PTZ cameras are designed, manufactured and
assembled in Minnesota, making them TAA and BAA compliant.
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DISPLAY MOUNTS & PROJECTOR MOUNTS
SMART DESIGNS FOR EVERY CLASSROOM
Extra-large Height Adjustable Cart & Floor Support Mount
Ideal for interactive applications, mounts with electric height adjustable
capability create better accessibility to technology in the classroom.
The height adjustable solution provides 26” (660 mm) of vertical lift.
Cart:

Mount:

Sleek, Slim, Easy-to-Install Projector Mount
The VCT Large Venue Projector Mount was designed to install quickly while
maintaining a sleek aesthetic. Light and slim, the VCT works with projectors
between 50 to 150 lbs (22.7 – 68 kg). Tool-free MicroZone adjustment ensures
accurate and reliable image registration.

Ideal for Interactive Applications in the Classroom
Fusion Dynamic Height Adjustable Wall Mounts with dynamic height adjustable
capability create better accessibility to technology in the classroom. The height
adjustable solution provides ultra-smooth and fast vertical travel with almost
no effort. Ships fully assembled with the LSM1U mount to make this a complete
aesthetic solution. Easy to install. Easy to adjust.

Check Out the Mobile Live Streaming Cart
Here’s a scalable stop-gap measure for creating e-learning on the fly: a
mobile cart decked out with live streaming equipment. It’s flexible and
mobile for easy transport and sharing between departments.
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FURNITURE & POWER
A BETTER SOLUTION FOR EDUCATORS
L7 Series Lecterns – Ideal for Hybrid Learning
L7 Series Height Adjustable Lecterns are the faculty’s new epicenter for
hybrid learning. Provides a generous workspace plus room for equipment
storage, power and connectivity. Offers touch screen cutouts that are
intelligently designed to sit flush with the panel – fitting the Crestron 760
and 1060 touch screen. ADA compliant with rackmount storage and wireless
charging. Made in the USA.

Best-In-Class Power Management Solution
The Premium+ PDU with RackLInk™ provides enhanced control/logging at the
individual outlet level, real-time system and environmental monitoring, and
robust network security to remotely manage your AV systems.

What is Intelligent Power?
This next-generation power distribution unit provides unmatched
monitoring, control, logging, security and power protection capabilities
available for demanding AV applications. The RackLink™ technology
allows you to control locally or virtually through third party AV control
systems, cloud platforms and SNMP for flexible management that is
smarter, faster and reduces service costs.
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SCREENS
TRUSTED AND PROVEN SCREEN TECHNOLOGY
The Advantage? Simplified Installation
The Tensioned Advantage® ceiling recessed electric screen series is designed
with ceiling trim in place to conceal the rough opening—eliminating the need to
complete additional trim work once the screen is installed.
Its two-stage installation option affords the screen case to be installed during the
rough-in construction stage, and the screen surface assembly during the finishing
stage. Sliding installation brackets allow mounting flexibility for easy attachment
of the screen housing to the structure above the drop ceiling. Available with
a variety of screen surfaces, including HD Progressive for high resolution
experiences and Parallax® for challenging ambient light environments.

Discover Our Double-Duty Touch Screen and Whiteboard
The IDEA™ Screen can be used as a touch screen AND as a whiteboard with
dry-erase markers. Featuring upgraded durability, surface uniformity and
rigidity to ensure a superior interactive experience, all IDEA Screens are also
magnetic and easy to clean. Its thin frame ensures minimum interference and
maximum surface area for interactivity with ultra-short throw projectors. The
erasable surface is hotspot-free under projection. A tray for storing markers,
erasers and interactive tools makes it the ideal classroom partner.

Dramatic and Cinematic
The Cinema Contour fixed frame screen features a wider, more substantial
frame – plus the latest technology in projection surfaces designed for 4K and
Ultra HD to maximize the technology of your projector. The larger standard
black frame gives the eye a point of reference and enhances contrast.
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CABLES & CONNECTIVITY
CONNECTIVITY ESSENTIALS FOR BETTER LEARNING
The Perfect Cable for Classroom Projectors
The High-Speed HDMI® Active Optical Cable (AOC) 4K 60Hz plenum-rated
cable extends HDMI signals over optical cable and supports the latest HDMI
features including 4K at 60Hz, 3D video and deep color.

The Easy Way to Extend USB Devices
The 1-Port USB 2.0 Over Cat6 Wall Plate to Box Extender is a simple, yet
powerful solution for extending USB signals beyond their native 16.4 foot
length limitation. Extends USB 2.0 signals for a single USB device up to 150
feet (45.7 m) over a single Cat6 cable. TAA compliant.

The Perfect Hybrid Docking Station for Office Desktops
The USB-C® Dual Display MST Docking Station supports connected devices,
such as keyboards, mice, portable hard drives, and other peripherals, all
while supporting up to 65W of power delivery to charge and power a laptop.
Connect a USB-C laptop or tablet for video extending and data transfer while
simultaneously charging.

The Easy Way For Everyone To Connect
The Retractable Universal Mount 4K HDMI Adapter Ring is the perfect
addition to conference rooms, huddle spaces, lecture halls or classrooms to
make sure that anyone can connect. Standard configuration includes color
coded HDMI to DisplayPort, Mini DisplayPort, or USB-C adapters that has
an integrated pull tab so adapters can be accessed quickly or easily reached
when they’re tucked away.
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At Legrand | AV, we are dedicated to keeping people connected
no matter where they are. If you have any video conferencing or
live streaming or connectivity questions, our solutions engineers are
ready to help. Email us at av.solutions@legrand.com with the details of
your project.
For more information about distance learning solutions from
Legrand | AV visit:
https://www.legrandav.com/resources/solutions/education_solutions

Ensuring a Connected World
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